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Abstract

This study compared measured and predicted values of solar radiation over two streams
under forest canopy in south coastal British Columbia. Four models were tested. One
used canopy gap distributions derived from canopy photographs to simulate the changing
transmission of direct and diffuse radiation. The other three models used integrated
measures of canopy density, derived either from hemispherical canopy photographs or by
ocular methods. Results at a stream that was located within a clear-cut with a 10-m buffer
were encouraging, particularly considering the fact that no attempt was made to optimize
the model parameters. The modelled values were well correlated with the measurements,
but tended to be too high. Results at the other stream, located under an undisturbed
second-growth forest canopy, were poor, with the models dramatically overestimating
incident solar radiation. Reasons for this poor performance are not obvious. Further
studies should extend this work to sample more stream reaches and to intercompare
ocular and photographic estimates of canopy parameters and their utility in predicting
below canopy irradiance.

Introduction

Removal of riparian vegetation in association with forest harvesting has been widely
documented to increase summertime stream temperature and potentially to have
deleterious effects on cold-water species such as salmonids (e.g., Beschta et al., 1987).
The dominant cause of warming is the increase in incident solar radiation that results
from the loss of shade. While regulatory agencies now recognize that reduced riparian
shade is the main mechanism by which forest practices can increase stream temperature,
the quantitative concepts and tools being used in North America to quantify and manage
stream shade have still not evolved as much as could be expected.

Although studies have been conducted to compare the various methods for measuring
canopy parameters (e.g., Englund et al., 2000), there appear to have been few systematic
attempts to determine which approach provides the best measure of shade for
characterizing solar radiation input to streams. Brazier and Brown (1973) estimated the
amount of “heat blockage” caused by the canopy cover in riparian buffers by measuring
what they termed “angular canopy density” (ACD), measured using a 30-cm-square
mirror oriented south and tilted at the complement of the maximum sun angle during the
period when stream temperature is most crucial, normally July or August in the Pacific
Northwest. Davies-Colley and Payne (1998) compared PAR measurements over a stream
under a forest canopy to canopy measurements determined from a Leaf-area-index
analyser, but did not conduct extensive spatial sampling. Beschta et al. (1987)
recommended that ACD be used as a measure of “shade” relevant to stream temperature.
However, clear definitions of and methods for measuring “shade” and other relevant
forest canopy properties have not yet become common, particularly in British Columbia,
in relation to managing the effects of forest practices on stream temperature.
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The longer-term objective of this research is to contribute to the development of a
physically based, reach-scale model for predicting the temperature response of small
streams to changes in canopy cover and shade resulting from forest practices, which can
be applied operationally in British Columbia as a component of a catchment-scale
modelling system. This report describes studies conducted in 2003 that aimed to
contribute to the following shorter-term goal: to evaluate the utility of ocular
measurements of canopy density in relation to estimating changes in radiant loadings to
streams following changes in riparian vegetation.

The study was hampered in reaching its goals by a combination of factors, particularly
the delay in notification regarding funding and the fire hazard. As a result of the first,
field work did not begin in earnest until the end of July, while the second interfered with
our ability to conduct the field research due to limitations on activity within the forest.
The net effect was that some components of the study were not included (e.g.,
measurement and modelling of net radiation), and fewer sites were sampled than would
be ideal. Thus, the results presented must be considered as tentative until greater sample
sizes can be achieved.

Conceptual background

A number of models for predicting radiation regimes under forest canopies from canopy
characteristics have been described (e.g., Chazdon and Field, 1987; Black et al., 1991;
Bartelink, 1998). These models require detailed information about canopy structure, such
as could be obtained from hemispherical photography or use of a Leaf Area Index
analyser. A relatively simple but physically reasonable model for incident solar radiation
(K↓) under a forest canopy can be expressed as

K↓ = S(t)g(t) +  D(t)fv (1)

where α is the albedo of the stream; S(t) is the direct component of incident solar
radiation at time t (W m-2); g(t) is the canopy gap fraction at the sun’s sky position at time
(t); D(t) is the diffuse component of incident solar radiation at time t (W m-2); fv is the sky
view factor, which is a hemispherically integrated function of the canopy gap fraction
distribution. The treatment of diffuse radiation in Eq. (1) assumes an isotropic
distribution over the sky dome.

The canopy gap distribution and the sky view factor can be determined through analysis
of hemispherical canopy photographs (e.g., Chazdon and Field, 1987; Black et al., 1991).
However, canopy photography has significant disadvantages for operational applications:
the accuracy is sensitive to light conditions at the time of photography, and it is time
consuming both in the field and in the office, leading to constraints on the ability to
sample complex shade environments with adequate density. Ocular methods, on the other
hand, are relatively quick to apply in the field and thus can be used for high-density
sampling of canopy characteristics.
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Considering Eq. (1), two components of canopy cover are relevant for regulating net
radiation at the surface of a stream: canopy along the sun’s path (for direct radiation), and
an integrated measure over the entire hemisphere (for diffuse radiation). Because
maximum insolation typically occurs over a period between about 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., it
should be useful to develop an index that integrates canopy characteristics along the sun’s
path for that time of day (Beschta et al., 1987). Although Brazier and Brown (1973) made
progress in quantifying “angular canopy density,” their instrument would be cumbersome
to transport and set up in the field. One of this project’s collaborators has developed a
new instrument for measuring ACD and overhead canopy density (OHCD), which is the
canopy cover for the portion of the sky dome higher than 60° from the horizon (Teti,
2001). For ACD, the instrument provides an estimate of canopy density for the portion of
the sky dome traversed by the sun’s path from July 15 to August 15, between 10 a.m. and
2 p.m. An alternative index of hemispherically integrated canopy cover is spherical
canopy density (SCD), measured using a Lemmon densiometer.

We propose the following tentative model for relating insolation under a forest canopy to
ocular measures of canopy density:

K↓ = S(t).(1 - ACD) + D(t).HCD     (2)

where ACD = angular canopy density, which represents the canopy cover for the portion
of the sky along the sun’s path for the date(s) of interest (typically mid-July to mid-
August) (dimensionless); HCD = hemispherical canopy density, which is a surrogate for
sky view factor (dimensionless). Two candidate measures of HCD are canopy density as
measured by a Lemmon densiometer (SCD) and overhead canopy density, as measured
using Teti’s densiometer, and which can be justified by the fact that radiation from the
near-vertical portions of the sky dome have a more normal incidence angle, and thus
should be weighted more than portions of the sky dome closer to the horizontal.

Methods

Field site

The study was conducted in the University of Malcolm Knapp Research Forest, located
east of Vancouver (Figure 1), on streams that are being studied as part of a broader study
of the impacts of forest harvesting with different riparian treatments on aquatic ecology
(Kiffney et al., 2000). The study area has a maritime climate with wet, mild winters and
warm, dry summers. Mean annual precipitation varies from about 2000 to 2500 mm, of
which about 70% falls between October and April as a result of Pacific frontal systems.
The forest cover is dominated by western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) with some
western red cedar (Thuja plicata) and Douglas fir (Pseudo-tsuga menziesii). The stands
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are dominantly mature second growth about 30 to 40 m tall, with crown closure from
75% to 95%.

Field measurements

Spot measurements of solar radiation, air temperature and humidity, and net radiation
were made or attempted at locations along three streams: A Creek, located within a clear-
cut with no riparian buffer; C Creek, located within a clear-cut with a 10-m buffer on
each side of the stream; and Griffith Creek, located in an undisturbed second-growth
forest stand. Incoming and reflected solar radiation was measured using a hand-held Kipp
and Zonen CM-3 pyranometer equipped with a bull’s-eye level on the support arm. At
each time of measurement, ten alternating observations of incoming and reflected
radiation were made at each site and averages were computed after outliers were rejected.
Air temperature and humidity were made with an Assman psychrometer. Net radiation
was measured using a Micromet Systems net radiometer. Unfortunately, the net
radiometer behaved erratically in the field, and the data cannot be considered reliable.

Solar radiation measurements were made in a clearcut about 2 km from A and C Creeks
using two Kipp and Zonen CM-6B pyranometers. One pyranometer was fitted with a
shadow band to block direct insolation and thus measure diffuse insolation (Oke, 1987,
pp. 367-369). Direct insolation was computed as the difference between the total and
diffuse components. Air temperature and relative humidity were measured using a CS
500 (Vaisala 50Y) probe. These instruments were all measured every second and
averaged and recorded every 10 minutes on a Campbell Scientific CR10-X data logger

Five pyranometers (Kipp and Zonen CM 3) were set up above a stream along an
approximately 50 m reach. These were measured every second and averaged and
recorded every 10 min by a Campbell Scientific CR10-X data logger. The pyranometers
were initially set up on Griffith Creek on July 27, and were re-located to C Creek on
August 14. We did not move the pyranometers after installation on C Creek due to
concerns about the fire hazard. Installation of the pyranometer stands involved
hammering rebar into the creek beds, and there were concerns about sparks being
generated.

Digital hemispheric canopy photographs were taken above the stream using a Nikon
Coolpix 4500 camera with a fish-eye lens (FC-E8) at locations along the study streams.
Angular canopy density and OHCD were determined using the instrument described by
Teti (2001). Spherical canopy density (SCD) was determined using a Lemmon
densiometer

Data analysis

The distribution of gap fraction as a function of zenith angle (θ) and azimuth (as),
g*(θ,as), was derived by analysing the hemispherical photographs with the Gap Light
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Analyser software (Frazer et al., 1999), using 5° increments for both zenith and azimuth
angles. The canopy gap function, g(t), was derived from g*(θ,as) by computing the solar
zenith and azimuth angles as a function of t. The view factor was computed as

      fv = 
1
π ⌡⌠

0

2π
  ⌡⌠

0

π/2
 g*(θ,as) cosθ sinθ dθ das (3)

where θ is the solar zenith angle (vertical = 0), as is the azimuth angle, and g*(θ,as) is the
gap fraction at sky position θ, as (Oke, 1987). The double integral was approximated by
summations using an interval of 5° for both zenith and azimuth angles.

Four models based on Eqs. (1) and (2) were tested. Model (1) was based on Eqs. (1) and
(3), using the hemispherical photographs to determine gap fractions and view factors.
Models (2) to (4) were all based on Eq. (2). Model (2) used ACD determined from the
hemispherical photographs, along with the view factor from Eq. (3) to estimate HCD.
Model (3) used ACD and OHCD determined from Teti’s angular canopy densiometer to
specify the model canopy parameters. Model (4) used Teti’s ACD index, with HCD
measured as spherical canopy density (SCD) using a Lemmon densiometer.

Albedo was computed as the ratio of reflected to incident solar radiation based on the
spot measurements. Unfortunately, the low values of reflected solar radiation, particularly
under the undisturbed forest canopy, resulted in measurements with high uncertainties.

Results

Below-canopy solar radiation was recorded from July 17 to Oct. 1, 2003. The study
period was dominantly warm and dry (Figure 2), resulting in extreme fire hazard.

Figure 3 provides examples of the canopy photographs used to generate canopy
measurements. Because of time constraints, photographs were often shot under less-than-
ideal light conditions, which may introduce errors in the derived canopy parameters and
thus contribute to errors in model predictions.

Figures 4 to 6 compare predictions from model 1 to measured insolation (K↓) using 10-
minute averages between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. local apparent time. At Griffith Creek,
model 1 dramatically overpredicts, and displays much greater variability than observed.
At C Creek, the model better represents the temporal variations on both sunny (Figure 5)
and cloudy days (Figure 6).

Figures 7 to 10 compare model predictions to observed values after averaging the 10-
minute values between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., then averaging the five values for each
stream. For C Creek, the reach-averaged values are reasonably correlated with the
observed data for all models, but systematically overestimate incident solar radiation.
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Maximum percentage deviations range from 53 to 126% (Table 1). The modelled values
for Griffith Creek are also correlated with the observed data, but overestimate incident
radiation by up to six to twelve times (Table 2).

Five measurements of albedo were judged reliable (i.e., incoming and reflected radiation
both sufficiently greater than the instrument uncertainty). These values ranged from 0.01
to 0.05, indicating that virtually all of the incident solar radiation at the stream surface is
absorbed either within the water column or the stream bed, and thus available for stream
warming. There were insufficient data to explore variability of albedo in relation to
ambient light conditions, water depth or bed characteristics.

Discussion

Model results for C Creek are encouraging, particularly for Model 1. Although there were
substantial differences between modelled and observed solar radiation within each mid-
day period and between locations, the reach- and time-averaged values agreed reasonably
with measured values, especially considering that no attempt was made to optimize
canopy parameters, and that only five locations were sampled. Model 2, which uses
canopy parameters derived from hemispherical canopy photographs, provides somewhat
less accurate results than Model 1, but has the advantage that its application is much
simpler, and can be readily programmed into a spreadsheet or GIS package for
operational application. Models 3 and 4 share this advantage. Model 3 uses the same
parameters as Model 2, but determined by ocular methods. Its performance is slightly
poorer than that of Model 2, likely reflecting additional uncertainty related to operator
error. Model 4 provided the least accurate results, overestimating the higher values (when
direct radiation is dominant) and underestimating at lower values (when diffuse radiation
is dominant). For C Creek, comparison of Models 3 and 4 during low-radiation
conditions (dominated by diffuse) suggests that OHCD overestimates diffuse
transmittance while SCD underestimates it. This result suggests that a weighted average
of OHCD and SCD may be a useful parameter to describe the effect of a canopy on
diffuse radiation.

In contrast to the results for C Creek, all models performed poorly for Griffith Creek,
though Model 1 appeared to be the least unsatisfactory. All models dramatically
overestimated incident solar radiation. It may be that the difference in performance
between the two streams indicates that characterizing canopy gaps may be more accurate
in partial canopies, where the gaps are larger and easier to capture both digitally and by
ocular estimation.

The overestimation of under-canopy solar radiation in this study is consistent with the
results of Rutherford et al. (1997), who applied a physically based stream temperature
model to a small stream (bankfull width approximately 2 m) in New Zealand. They found
substantial sampling variability in their shade measurements, particularly related to the
presence of low vegetation such as blackberry and sedges. They found that using the
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average field-measured shade value resulted in overestimation of stream temperature,
suggesting that the shade values underestimated the actual blockage of solar radiation.

To the author’s knowledge, the current study is the first to attempt to compare modelled
solar radiation over stream surfaces under complex shade conditions to measurements.
Further studies should extend this work to sample more stream reaches and to
intercompare ocular and photographic estimates of canopy parameters and their utility in
predicting below canopy irradiance.

Conclusions

This study compared predicted and measured solar radiation over streams under forest
canopy. Results at a stream that was located within a clear-cut with a 10-m buffer were
encouraging, particularly considering the fact that no attempt was made to optimize the
model parameters. Results at the other stream, located under an undisturbed second-
growth forest canopy, were poor, with the models dramatically overestimating incident
solar radiation. However, these results must be considered tentative until they are
confirmed or refuted by results drawing upon a larger number of stream reaches and
canopy conditions.
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Table 1. Summary statistics for percentage deviations between modeled and
observed incident solar radiation averaged for each mid-day period and by
stream (n = 18 for Griffith Creek and n = 49 for C Creek).

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Griffith
Maximum 683 957 1553 1183
Mean 556 709 1151 754
Minimum 337 351 745 105
Std. Dev. 108 164 182 343
C
Maximum 53 69 126 53
Mean 18 36 55 -8
Minimum -23 -17 19 -47
Std. Dev. 16 21 19 28
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Figure 1. Location of the Malcolm Knapp Research Forest.
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Figure 2. Solar radiation and air temperature measured in a clearcut during August
and September, 2003.
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Figure 3. Examples of fish-eye photographs taken at a point along Griffith Creek
(unlogged) (left) and along C Creek, within a 10-m buffer (right).
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Figure 4. Modelled and observed solar radiation at five locations along Griffith
Creek (undisturbed canopy) on August 7, 2003.
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Figure 5. Modelled and observed solar radiation at five locations along Stream C
(10-m buffer) on August 20, 2003.
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Figure 6. Modelled and observed solar radiation at five locations along Stream C
(10-m buffer) on September 18, 2003.
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Figure 7. Comparison of predicted solar radiation from Model 1 to observed, after
averaging the five values for each stream for each mid-day period. The
line of perfect agreement is also plotted.
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Figure 8. Comparison of predicted solar radiation from Model 2 to observed, after
averaging the five values for each stream for each mid-day period. The
line of perfect agreement is also plotted.
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Figure 9. Comparison of predicted solar radiation from Model 3 to observed, after
averaging the five values for each stream for each mid-day period. The
line of perfect agreement is also plotted.
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Figure 10. Comparison of predicted solar radiation from Model 4 to observed, after
averaging the five values for each stream for each mid-day period. The
line of perfect agreement is also plotted.
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